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the standard edition of arcserve backup 19 provides
all the features needed for the most basic backup
and recovery requirements. the arcserve backup 19
enterprise edition adds cost-saving features to the
standard edition including the following: backup to
multiple cloud services, including amazon s3 and
microsoft azure storage, providing robust backups
to multiple cloud services and ensuring business
continuity regardless of where the data is stored.
backup to multiple data centers, including a local
data center and a cloud data center, providing cost-
saving redundancy of backup and recovery by
ensuring that if one data center fails, you can still
access your data and recover. backup to multiple
vms (virtual machines) within a single data center
or across multiple data centers, providing cost-
saving redundancy of backup and recovery by
ensuring that if one vm fails, you can still access
your data and recover. continuous protection, which
monitors a continuous backup operation and
automatically performs a backup if the data file is
changed. incremental backup, which builds on the
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previous backup by restoring only the changed files.
restore using a single or multiple data sources, such
as a network device or a server, providing cost-
saving redundancy of backup and recovery by
ensuring that if one data source fails, you can still
access your data and recover. archive support,
which enables you to archive data older than a
specific date for the purpose of data retention.
advanced scheduling, which enables you to
schedule and control backup jobs from within the
backup manager gui. data distribution, which
enables you to perform incremental and differential
backups of a subset of data based on user-defined
rules. data retention, which allows you to specify
the duration of a data backup in days, weeks,
months, or years.
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